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Abstract. In many multi-camera vision systems the effect of camera locations on
the task-specific quality of service is ignored. Researchers in Computational Ge-
ometry have proposed elegant solutions for some sensor location problem classes.
Unfortunately, these solutions utilize unrealistic assumptions about the cameras’
capabilities that make these algorithms unsuitable for many real-world computer
vision applications. In this paper, the general camera placement problem is first
defined with assumptions that are more consistent with the capabilities of real-
world cameras. Given a floorplan to be observed, the problem is to efficiently
compute a camera layout such that certain task-specific constraints are met and
with minimal camera setup cost. A solution to this problem is obtained via binary
optimization over a discrete problem space. In preliminary experiments the per-
formance of the system is demonstrated with two different practical experiments
on a real floorplan.

1 Introduction

Computer vision in video sensor networks has become a hot research topic. As in cel-
lular telephone networks, the aim is to have as much coverage as possible within a
pre-defined region, with an acceptable level of quality-of-service and with minimum
setup cost. In video sensor networks, the layout of cameras should assure a minimum
level of image quality needed to satisfy certain task-specific requirements – for instance,
sufficient spatial resolution, depth of field, servo speed for pan-tilt-zoom cameras, etc.

In Computational Geometry, extensive progress has been made in solving optimal
“guard” location problems for a polygonal area, e.g.,Art Gallery Problem(AGP) and its
variants, where the task is to determine a minimal number of guards and their static po-
sitions, such that all points in a polygon are observed [1–3]. In a similar vein,Floodlight
Illumination Problemsdeal with the illumination of planar regions by light sources [4,
5]. Current solutions to the AGP and its variants employ unrealistic assumptions about
the cameras’ capabilities that make these algorithms unsuitable for most real-world
computer vision applications: unlimited field of view, infinite depth of field, and/or infi-
nite servo precision and speed. One main aim of our work is to bridge the gap between
the highly theoretical, well-established computational geometry and more realistic re-
quirements of computer vision with real video cameras.

A survey of sensor planning methods that employ more realistic assumptions is
given in [6]. In work published contemporaneously with that presented here [7], a prob-
abilistic sensor planning framework with a “visibility analysis” is proposed which eval-
uates the visibility of potential subjects over possible camera configurations. While their



problem definition is very similar to ours in scope, their approach differs in a number
of ways. They model environments with a given object density, we model environ-
ments with a given set of coverage and cost constraints. They use a local optimization
method to solve a highly non-linear constrained optimization problem, as opposed to
the global optimization employed here to solve a linear optimization problem over bi-
nary variables. Any solution produced by our approach is guaranteed to be globally
optimal which is not necessarily true for [7]. Moreover, our technique can handle arbi-
trary polygonal shapes.

Task-based vision and camera control have a long history in computer vision [8].
One interesting problem is determining thenext best view– finding the next optimal
camera parameter setting given the acquired visual data history for the scene under
exploration [9–11]. A number of active vision methods have also been proposed for
surveillance applications. For instance [12, 13] use a peripheral sensor to detect the
position of a moving object(s) and drive a foveal sensor to gather detailed images of
the target(s). Mikic,et al. [14] build a camera network for an intelligent room with
static and active cameras. They also employ orientation-based active camera selection
criteria. In [15] tracking of humans across cameras is accomplished by selecting the
next camera that gives the maximum tracking confidence. It is important to note that in
these systems no consideration is given to theoff-line selection and placement of the
cameras to improve theon-linesystem performance.

There is also related work with robot motion control for video surveillance; e.g.,
[16] where gradient descent is employed compute optimal locations for mobile sensing
networks given some utility function over a convex polygon.

2 Problem Definition

In this paper we pose the problem of optimal camera placement for a given region
and vision task. We focus on the static camera placement problem, where the goal is to
determine optimal positioning and number of cameras for a region to be observed, given
a set of task-specific constraints, and a set of possible cameras to use in the layout. This
camera placement takes placeoff-line, for cameras that will be mounted on surfaces in
an area of interest to support the task-specific requirements ofon-linecomputer vision
systems. In the most general (and most challenging) case, the region to be observed by
cameras may be an arbitrary volumetric shape. It may be an open space or a delimited
environment, or a blend of both,i.e., outdoorsvs. indoors. The region may include
holes that are caused, for instance, by columns and trees, or furniture in a room that
can obstruct potential camera views. It may contain an arbitrary number of static and/or
dynamic objects. Furthermore, the region itself may change in time,i.e., furniture or
walls may be added, removed, or moved in a floor plan. Finally, one can choose from
an arsenal of different types of cameras that could be used in satisfying the requirements
for the specified video sensing task(s).

2.1 Cameras

For the sake of completeness we first outline three optical camera parameter definitions.
We then describe three major video camera types employed in surveillance and compare



them with respect to some of their optical parameters. All video camera sensors observe
visible spectra. Three important parameters for the current work are:

– Field of View (FoV): The maximum volume visible from a camera. The FOV
is determined by the apex angles (azimuth and latitude) of the pyramidal visible
region emanating from the camera. This pyramid is also known as theviewing
frustum, and can be skewed by oblique projection.

– Spatial Resolution:Spatial resolution of a camera is defined as the ratio between
the total number of pixels on its imaging element excited by the projection of a
real world object and the object’s size. Higher spatial resolution, produces more
detailed and sharp images.

– Depth of Field (DoF): Depth of field is the amount of distance between the nearest
and farthest objects that appear in acceptably sharp focus in an image. It is deter-
mined by the camera’s aperture and the focal length.

There are many types of video cameras available. They differ in the sensor element,
lens type, servo capabilities, etc. The following three are frequently used in computer
vision research and applications1:

– Fixed Perspective Camera:Once mounted in place, these cameras have a fixed
position, orientation, and focal length.

– PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) Camera: These cameras can rotate around their horizontal
(Tilt) and vertical (Pan) axis using servos. Some also have an adjustable focal length
(Zoom) limited by some range.

– Omnidirectional Camera: These cameras have360◦ horizontal FoV. Despite their
horizontal coverage, they may suffer from lens aberration effects due to small focal
length and/or convex mirrors used in the setup [13, 12].

Another important parameter in a camera network setup is the associated cost. Dif-
ferent costs like price (e.g. cameras, lenses and cables, labor costs, etc.), resource con-
sumption (e.g., power, cabling, network bandwidth requirements) can be defined. The
goal then becomes to minimize the total cost of the setup or conform to a given budget.
Both goals can be accommodated by the proposed system.

We will refer to the layout phase of the vision system asoff-line and to the runtime
phase ason-line. For all three camera types the location parameters are variable during
theoff-line phase, i.e. we can place them freely. Table 1 shows a more structured com-
parison of the three camera types. We label as “OFF” all parameters that are adjustable
off-line but must remain fixed duringon-line phase. We label as “ON” all parameters
adjustable during theon-linephase.

2.2 Camera Placement Problem

Camera placement is an optimization problem by definition. LetV be an arbitrary con-
nected volumetric region. IfV is not connected then its connected parts can be treated

1 One additional camera type is a mobile camera (mounted on a moving platform or robot). This
type is not included, because we focus on theoff-linesensor layout problem.



TYPE ZOOM FOV DOF ORIENT . L OCATION

Fixed OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
PTZ ON ON ON ON OFF
Omni OFF/ON OFF OFF/ON OFF OFF

Table 1.A comparison of the three basic video camera types considered in our problem.

as individual regions. LetT be the given task and letC be the set containing all the
constraints required byT . These may include spatial (i.e., coverage) constraints ofV,
temporal (i.e., foveation) constraints for active cameras, quality-of-service (i.e., resolu-
tion) constraints, etc. Let the vectorπi = [πI

i , π
E
i ] represent the parameters that define

camerai whereπI
i represent the intrinsic parameters like focal length, andπE

i repre-
sent the extrinsic parameters that define the location and orientation of the camera with
respect to world coordinate system. The challenge is to find where to place a set of
cameras inV with minimum cost satisfyingC:

argmin
Π

G(Π) subject to C given V (1)

whereΠ = {π1 . . . πZ}, Z is the number of cameras to be placed inV andG(·) is the
cost function. Note that this definition is an abstraction and different problem instances
can be obtained by plugging-in different constraints, objectives and tasks. Let us give
two problem instances that are consistent with the definition.

Problem 1: Given a volumetric areaV, find the placement with minimum cost for
a camera setΠ such that∀ p ∈ V can be viewed by some cameraπi ∈ Π with some
minimum spatial resolution.

argmin
Π

G(Π) s.t.

Z⋃

i=1

Ω(πi, r) = V (2)

whereΩ(πi, r) = {p ∈ V : point p is visible from cameraπi with spatial resolution
greater than r}.

Consider a computer vision system where the task is person identification by face
recognition. Suppose the system is composed of a network of cameras to cover a given
region. In order to increase the success rate and reliability of the recognition system,
firstly all area must be visible by the camera network. Secondly the resolution of the
face image must be big enough which depends on the specific algorithm employed.
For instance in [17] the resolution used was60 × 50 (reduced to30 × 25). Problem 1
addresses exactly these requirements, minimizing at the same time some cost function,
i.e. total camera network bandwidth, energy consumption or total price.

Now consider another scenario where the task is again face recognition in some
given region with a camera network. Only this time different regions have different
minimum resolution requirements like in an airport where security check point areas
may require higher resolution coverage compared to others. Then the task is to place
a collection of cameras satisfying all coverage constraints and minimizing total cost at
the same time. This problem can be defined as follows:



Problem 2: Given a volumetric areaV, find the placement with minimum cost for
a camera setΠ such that∀ p ∈ V can be viewed by some cameraπi ∈ Π with some
minimum spatial resolution required by p.

argmin
Π

G(Π) s.t. ∃ πi : R(p, πi) ≥ d(p) (3)

whereR(p, πi) = (The spatial resolution of pointp by cameraπi) andd(·)=(The re-
quired spatial resolution density function).

2.3 Problem Simplification

Although the discovery of an algorithm that can solve the most general case of the
camera layout problem for a given volume of interest is highly-desirable, it may prove
quite challenging. We therefore focus on a more manageable subclass of this general
problem that can be formulated in terms of planar regions that are typical of a building
floor plan,e.g., Fig.2. We will then approximate the region by a polygon. This is a valid
assumption since most buildings and floor plans consist of polygonal shapes or can be
approximated by a collection of polygons. Given a floor plan, the problem is then to
efficiently compute a camera layout such that certain task-specific constraints are met.
As will be shown, a solution to this problem can be obtained via binary optimization
over a discrete problem space.

Efficient computational geometry algorithms exist for operations involving sim-
ple polygons2, like convexity determination, area finding, triangulation, etc. However,
in our work, we allow the polygon to have cavities (holes) that represent potential
visibility-occluding entities in the floorplan, e.g., columns, separator wall partitions,
etc. The well known linear time visibility algorithms for simple polygons [19] are not
applicable for this case. We therefore devised a new visibility algorithm that handles a
polygon with holes. A brief sketch of the algorithm is provided in the next section.

3 Visibility Algorithm

The goal of the algorithm can be stated as follows:

Given a polygonPe and simple polygonsPi i = 1 . . . N such thatPi ⊂ Pe ∀i and
a pointX such thatX ∈ Pe ∧ X 6∈ Pi ∀i, find the visibility polygonPV (i.e. the
boundary of all pointsp such thatp ∈Pe ∧ p 6∈Pi ∧ p is visible from X).

3.1 Idea

This algorithm exploits the fact that for any given direction (or angleΘ ∈ [0, 2π]) from
point X, the part of a cast ray before the first intersection with anyPe or Pi contains
all visible points for that direction. Furthermore these intersections happen on edges

2 A simple polygon is defined as a region enclosed by a single closed polygonal chain that does
not intersect itself [18].



Fig. 1. Left:The polygon.Middle: Cellular representation of the polygon.Right:The cell coverage
of a camera O with FoV limitsOA andOF and visible polygonOABCDEF . The dark cells
are the visible ones from camera O.

and/or vertices ofPe andPi ∀i. Due to the definition ofPe andPi, the visibility of any
edge ∈ {Pe ∪ Pi ∀i}may change only at some vertex of the polygons. So, it should be
sufficient to scan all vertices of all the polygons in their increasingΘ values, compute
the intersection point and push it to a vertex list which defines the defines the polygon
PV that contains all points visible fromX. The vertices ofPV are there for stored in
counterclockwise order.

Detailed information about the algorithm can be found in [20]. The running time is
O(n log n) wheren is the total number of vertices ofPe andPi ∀i.

4 Camera Placement Algorithm

In order to proceed further we need to represent the polygon as an occupancy grid. There
exist different ways of cell representations (e.g. shape-wise like square or hexagonal
cells, resolution-wise like single resolution vs. multi-resolution). We choose square cell
representation with single resolution. An illustration of the process is given in Fig.1.

The main idea is to convert the constraint setC and the taskT to satisfy the follow-
ing canonical 0-1 optimization model [21]:

min cx s.t. Ax ≥ b x ∈ {0, 1} (4)

whereA is anm × n matrix whoseith row elements are coefficients ofith linear
inequality constraint,b is a m × 1 vector whoseith element is the right-hand-side
coefficient of constrainti, c is 1 × n vector whoseith element is the cost associated
with ith element ofx which is an× 1 vector containingn decision variables.

In the most general sense, the constraints given byA andb define a convex polytope
Poly in n dimensional space which contains all the feasible solution points for the given
optimization problem. The 0-1 programming tries to find a binary vectorx∗ which gives
the minimum cost function value over allPoly. LetQ be the set containing all possible
binary combinations ofx. Let Q∗ ⊂ Q containing only the elements ofQ found inside
Poly. Then 0-1 programming can be explained aslooking for x∗ ∈ Q∗ giving the
minimum cost function value.

In our approach we first sampleΠ over a feasible interval constrained by the poly-
gonP, the camera specifications and the task requirements, for example over location,



orientation, focal length, DoF, FoV etc. For each sample point we find the associated
grid occupancy vector for the polygonP. Note that if we let each sample point’s asso-
ciated grid occupancy vector be a column ofA and the grid occupancy vector ofP be
b, then thePoly defined byAx ≥ b contains all the feasible combinations of sample
points satisfying full coverage ofP. Then we may apply 0-1 programming to find the
best set of sample points giving the minimum cost value. In other words the solution
to the 0-1 model (Eqn. 4) constructed as explained is then the solution to our original
camera location problem.

We obtain the 0-1 model representation from a given camera location problem fol-
lowing these steps:

Step 1 Find a representation for the given constraints as a spatial coverage. This is the
most crucial phase of the solution. If there exists a way to representC as a spatial
coverage problem then it is also possible to solve it using the proposed method.
Solutions forProblem 1andProblem 2differ mainly in this representation. These
will be given in detail in section 5.

Step 2 Represent the polygonal regionP as an occupancy grid. LetOG(P) be the
h×w binary matrix whose(i, j)th element is 1 if grid cellp with coordinates(j, i)
is insideP and 0 otherwise. Let us callOG(P) the occupancy grid ofP. Note that
h × w is directly proportional to the resolution of the occupancy grid and it is an
input parameter for the algorithm.

Step 3 Choosen samples fromΠ given the camera specifications andP. Let sk be
thekth sample. Note thatn is an input parameter for the algorithm. For instance,
depending on the task constraints,Π can be sampled over different focal lengths
(multiple camera lenses), different camera orientations, locations, aperture etc.

Step 4 For eachsk find the occupancy of its spatial coverage representation givenC.
Since we are dealing with cameras, visibility is the top most constraint. Therefore
the first step in computing the spatial coverage is the computation of the visibil-
ity polygon. Then the spatial coverage can be found by taking the intersection of
the visibility polygon andC (i.e. resolution constraints, FoV constraints, DoF con-
straints etc.). LetSi be theh × w binary matrix whose(i, j)th element is 1 if cell
grid p with coordinates(j, i) is inside the spatial coverage ofsk and 0 otherwise.

Step 5 Construct the 0-1 model (Eqn. 4). LetA be:

A(m=h×w,n) = {a1,a2, . . . ,ai, . . . ,an}
ai = {qi

1,q
i
2, . . . ,q

i
j , . . . ,q

i
w}T

qi
j = {jth column of Si}T

Let b be:

b(m=h×w,1) = {e1, e2, . . . , ej , . . . , ew}T

ej = {jth column of OG(P)}T

Let c = {c1, c2, . . . , cj , . . . , cn} wherecj is the cost associated with the camera
locationsj . This may be the price, required bandwidth, consumed energy etc. of
the camera. Whenc = 11×n the solution is for the minimum number of cameras.



At this point we have all the necessary components of Eqn. 4. The last step is
to solve this model using one of the well-known methods (in our case “Branch-and-
Bound” [21]). Let us denote the optimal solution of the model withx∗. Note that the
decision variable vectorx∗ is also an indicator vector, i.e. ifx∗i = 1 then the camera
locationsi is one of the optimal camera locations for the given problem instance. If
x∗ = infeasible then there is no camera location configuration satisfyingC given the
current sample sets.

4.1 SamplingΠ

By problem definition, we first sampleΠ on the camera location parameters. These
samples must reflect feasible real-life locations in the floor plan, i.e. locations not ac-
cessible or not permitted for mounting any camera should not be allowed in the sample
set. The potential physical camera locations can be restricted to the centers of the ceiling
tiles or to mounting brackets along the walls. Then for each sample location, remaining
parameters are sampled over their feasible ranges (e.g. focal length, aperture, orienta-
tion etc.). For example, if we can only choose out of three different types of lenses each
with a different focal length, then the focal length parameter should be sampled over
these three different values. Similarly, if we have PTZ camera to locate, then we will
sample its orientation over(0, 360◦). If we only have a limited number of mounting
bracket orientations, the orientation must be sampled over these values.

It is also important to note that the solution of the discrete problem will depend
on the density of samples which is also an input parameter to the algorithm. Usually
the higher the number of sample points is, the closer is the solution of the discrete
optimization to the continuous (global) optimal. However, generally relatively lower
density samples are sufficient to obtain a near-optimal solution.

4.2 Correctness

Theith constraint in Eqn. 4 is:

Ai,1 × x1 + Ai,2 × x2 + . . . + Ai,n × xn ≥ bi (5)

Note thatAi,j represents the coverage status of thesamegrid cell byjth π sample: it
is 1 if occupied, 0 otherwise.bi represents the occupancy of thesamegrid cell by the
polygonP in the same way. So, the constraint in Eqn. 5 guarantees that the grid cell
represented bybi is covered byat least one camera. Since this is true for allw × h
constraints, Eqn. 4’s feasible region is all the possible combinationsC(n, j) j = 1 . . . n
of s which coverP givenC. Then the solution of this model is the subset of thesk which
coversP and gives the minimum value for the objective functioncx.

5 Experiments

We now implement Problems 1 and 2 as defined above and give solutions using the
proposed approach. We test the system using a floorplan taken from Fig. 2. We use real
camera specifications to determine the sampling inΠ. More specifically we show how
to convert the constraints of the problem definitions to area coverage constraints (Step
1 of our algorithm). The remaining steps are the same for all experiments.



Fig. 2. Left:Typical floorplan.Right:Coverage limitation due to camera tilt and person’s height.

5.1 Setup

For each experiment we employed a grid resolution (w×h in Step 2) of 100×100. The
exact scale of the floorplan was unavailable. Assuming standard size door openings and
given the grid resolution, the grid cell size is approximately40mm2. Increasing the grid
size will increase the grid resolution but will also increase the number of constraints in
the Eqn.4. This is a tradeoff between the speed and accuracy of the discrete approxima-
tion. The algorithm is implemented using MATLAB 6.5 R13 on a Dual Athlon 1 GHz
computer with 1 GB memory. The main bottleneck for running time is our custom im-
plementation of Branch-and-Bound algorithm which can be highly optimized. For both
experiments, the number of camera location samples is 56 and are sampled uniformly
inside the polygon (Fig.3) to reflect the restriction to ceiling tile centers.

5.2 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we test instances of Problem 1 as described in Section 3.2. Given
a region, the task is to setup a camera network such that every point in the region
can be seen from some camera with at least a given spatial resolution. Suppose the
region of interest is under surveillance and the task of the vision system is to recognize
people using the face images captured by some camera of the network. It is clear that
in order for the system to work reliably, sufficient discriminatory details in the face
image should be visible. Furthermore, these details should be visible with at least some
degree of spatial resolution to ensure accurate recognition. For example, Etemad et al.
In [17] authors use face images from FERET database [22] with50× 60 resolution for
face recognition. Assuming that the average face width is around 200 mm, it would be
conceivable to impose a minimum spatial resolution requirement of50

200pixels/mm for
the face recognition system under consideration. Suppose we are limited to have the
same type of omnidirectional camera (i.e. FullView FC-10053) with two focal length

3 http://www.fullview.com/



Fig. 3.Solution for problem 1.Left: Crosses are sampled locations, numbered markers are the op-
timal locations.Right:Coverage map for optimal locations. Darker areas are covered by multiple
cameras.

lenses: 35 mm and 50 mm. Different lens types will have different prices too. Assume
the 35 mm lens is $100 and 50 mm is $150. First we have to compute the feasible
region of a single omnidirectional camera with a fixed focal length. Using the equation
for the length of the projection of a real world object on the image plane of a camera
[23] and the FC-1005 CCD specifications we get the maximum distance guaranteing
50
200pixels/mm horizontal resolution to be∼ 1291cm for 35mm lens and∼ 1844cm for
50mm lens.

Almost every lens also has a minimum object distance restriction so that the object
can still be put in its depth of field. Let us call this distancehmin. Sweeping the line
with endpoints athmin andhmax around the center of the camera location for a total
of 2π degrees, produces a circular band (annulus) containing all the points which can
be seen with the requested spatial resolution from the given camera location. Let us call
this the ”feasible region”.

Note that due to the height of the camera from the floor and the tilt angle, its vertical
field of view coverage and the person’s height, the face of an individual may not be in
the field of view of the camera at all times (Fig. 2). Fortunately, the loci of minimum
and maximum distance points (B and T in Fig. 2) is another annulus and the issue can
be easily dealt with by taking the intersection of these two annuli. However we do not
address this issue in the current experiments. The resulting layout of the experiment is
presented in Fig. 3. The optimal coverage is as follows: Locations 2,3 and 7 with 35mm
lens camera, locations 1,4,5,6 with 50mm lens camera. Total cost is(2× $100) + (4×
$150) = $800.



Fig. 4. Solution for problem 2.Left: Resolution constraint map. Black areas (D,E) re-
quire 50

200
pixels/mm, gray areas require 5

200
pixels/mm. Areas labeled D are around

doors.Right:Coverage map for optimal locations. Darker areas are covered by multiple cameras
with the requested spatial resolution.

5.3 Experiment 2

In this experiment we assume different areas of the floorplan have different spatial res-
olution requirements. A real world example would be a casino where game areas and
cashiers may require a more detailed coverage than the other areas. For this specific
example, we set the detailed area spatial resolution constraint to50

200pixels/mm and
non-detailed areas to5200pixels/mm. All other settings and specifications are the same
as the ones used in the experiment 1. The solution is given in Fig. 4. Detailed areas
are chosen to be around doors and inside (special exhibition items if the floorplan is of
a museum, game tables and cashiers if it is a casino etc.). The optimal coverage is as
follows: Cameras 1,2,3,4 and 5 have 35 mm lenses and camera 6 have 50 mm. Total
cost is(5× $150) + (1× $100) = $850.

6 Conclusion

We formulate a general task-based camera location problem and give two instances
along with a solution based on discrete solution space, polygonal area and binary opti-
mization technique. We also show that if the task based constraints of the vision system
are reducible to area coverage then these constraints may also be satisfied by the solu-
tions of our proposed method. Even though the presented experiments use price as cost,
it is also possible to use other types of cost like network bandwidth, energy consump-
tion etc. as long as it is a linear function. Furthermore it is also possible to incorporate
into the model a budget constraint and calculate a layout conforming this budget.



Performance analysis and increased efficiency of the proposed method are our short-
term goals. In the long term our main goal is to solve the problem in continuous space
as opposed to the discrete one.
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